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.ABSTRAQT 

ucm:.-28:1.3 

T!le 14.6.-ho]:lr y86 decays by positron .emissionwith positron group 

. 8 86 :ma.ximu.m energies ()f l. . and "'1.19 Mev. The .Sr level reached by the 

1.8-Mevgroup dea,ctivates to grOWld with a 180-kev:, 1.93-Mev and .1.08-

Mev gamma cascade yielding~an overall decay ·e11er.~ of 6 .. 01 Mev. No 

86 
crossover gamma .. rays were observed,~ · Zr · decays by electron capture 

with a 17-,!).our ha,lf life to a 241:-kev level in Y86 
which deactiva,tes to 

. the ground state within 5· x 10'"'6 second. There are no other gamma rays 

86 
.in tqe decay of Zr . 
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GAMMA RAY STUDIES ON THE DECAY CHAIN 

Zr86 ---;;... y86 ~ 8 r 86 

' E. K. Hyde,. M. G. Florence and F. S. Stephens 
Radiation La.bGratory and Department of Chemistry 

University.of California, Berkeley, California 

·December 10, 1954 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The isotope, Y86
, was originally isolated by Hyde and 0 1Kelley1 as 

. the da~ghter of zr86 prod~ced in proton bombardments of niobium. Cast-

2 86 . 88 ner prepared Y by the (p,3n) react1on on Sr . The isotope decays by 

positron emission with a half life of 14.6 hours. 1 Hyde and O'Kelley 

Showed that the positron spectrum consisted of two main groups of 

1.80- and ~1.19-Mev energy and that the spectrum of the latter component 

had a shape characteristic of a ~I = 2,yes transition. From absorption 

measurements on the gamma radiation it was.reported that a 1~4-Mev 

1 2 
gamma ray was present. ' 

We have reinvestigated the gamma radiation of Y86 by scintillation 

techniques and have found that gamma r~ys of 180 kev, 635 kev, 1.08 Mev 

and 1.93 Mev are present. G~~g~ coincidence experiments to be 

described below are interpretable only in terms of the decay scheme 

shown in Fig. 1. This decay scheme is interesting because of the unus-

ually large decay energy, and the absence of crossover transitions. 
86 . 

The Zr was also restudied as will be described below. 
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II. , $TUDY OF GAMMA RAYS . OF y
86 

' 

Niobil.ml metal foils were bombarded in the.l84-inch cyclotron with 

100-Mev protons. After 24 hours' bombardment a carrier-free zirconium 

fra.ction was. removed by coprecipi tation on I.aF 
3

, extracted. as the the

. noyl trifluoacetone complex into benzene, and adsorbed on Dowex-1 anion

exchange resin as the chloride complex. 1 Yttrium daughter activity was 

separated by washing the Dowex-1 resin column with 12 M HCl. In this 

.way_ carrier-free Y86 .of' high radiochemical Pl1ritywas prepared. 

Samples of this y
86 were placed in a. scintillation counter oor:sist:ing of' a 

1 inch x 1.5 inch sodi~ iodide crystal and Dumont-6292 photomultiplier 

tube coupled to a 50-channel pulse-'height analyzer. Some typical gamma-

·ray spectra . are sl).own in Fig. · 2. Ga.mma-ga.mma coincidence experiments 

.were carried·out using.two sodium iodide crystals mounted back to.back. 

The .output of the ~te side ~as fed to a variable single-channel analy-

zer and pulses corresponding to.a particular energy gamma raywere 

selected to gate ·the 50Mchannel.analyzer. The pulses.resulting f'rom 

gamma rays intercepted in the other sodium iodide crystal were fed to 

the 50-channel analyzer. Those arriving in coincidence with a gate pulse 

wit~in the resolving time .of about 5 x lo-6 second. were registered. ·Each 

gamma ray in t11rn was applied to the gate circuit and the gamma spectrum· 

'in coincidence with it was determined. It was found that all gamma. rays 

were in coincidence with each other and with annihilation radiation. 

This was contrary to our original expectation because of' the f'act that 

the 1.93-Mev gamma ray is.close in energy to the sum of the 180-, 635-kev 

and L08~Mev gamma rays, suggesting a crossover transition. Repeat 

v 
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experiments with various_ thicknesses. of lead absorber in front of the gate 

crystal to eliminate anypqssible contribution to spurious 1.93-Mev gate 

pu+ses still showed the coincidence of the 1.93-Mev radiation with the 

others. Various other experiments confirmedtl;J.is beyond doubt. 

For example, a coincidence experiment was performed in which the 

50 ... channel analyzer was gated with 1.93-Mev garrnna rays detected in the 

gate sodi'\lill iodide crystal and an·anthracene crystal 1/4-inch thick was 

used, on the signal side- to ·detect positrons in coincidence. . The posi-

·tron spectrum so obtained showed an endpoint of 1.9 Mev (see Fig. 3) 

and was no different in shape from one determined with the anthracene 

c~stal before its incorporation into the coincidence circuit. Hence, 

it is certain that the principal positron decay goes to a level at least 

1.93 Mev above ground. 

These facts lead to the decay scheme of Fig. 1. . The placement .of the 

1.08-Mev gamma ray derives .from the work of Za.ffarano/ Kern. and Mitchell3 

and of Macklin, Lidof'sky and wu
4 

on Rb86 from which it is clear that the 

first excited state of sr86 lies at 1.08 Mev. The 635-kev gamma raymust 

represent the difference between the states reached by the two positron 

groups. The place:ment of the 180-kev gamma ·ray is not certain. 

The large decay energy represented by Fig. · 1 was checked in another 

manner. Two sodium iodide crystals -of 2 inch x .3 inch dimensions were 

arranged in the coincidence circuit diagrammed schematically in Fig.·4. 

Signal.pulses from gamma rays registering sinrultaneously in the two crys-

tals within .about 1 microsecond were added.and then displayed on a 50-

channel pulse~height analyzer. Care was taken to adjust amplification of 
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the pulses in either branch of the circuit to an equivalent amount. -To 

cut background puls~s to a negligible quantity the 50-channel analyzer 

was turneG!: on only when simultaneous ~igrta.l pulses were registered in the 

two photomultiplier tubes. Figure 4 indicates. the curves obtained with 

·an y
86 

sample and witha Na
22 

standard;. In the latter. case the peaks 

.correspond to the registration of one annil].ilation quantum, two annihil-

ati4n. quanta, one annihilation quantum plus the ·L 28-Mev ga.rnrna ray and 

finally, both .annil].ilation quanta plus the gamma ray~ The counting 

efficiency for any combination of gamma rays. is. the product of the 

~ounting efficiency Of the indd.vidual ga.rmi1a. rays. The single annihila-

. tion quantum is registere·d only when a Compton electron is absorbed in 

one crystal and" the Compton scattered gamma ray is registered in the 

other. 

In the case of the ...f3
6 spectrum the counting efficiency of the 

1. Q8- and 1. 93 -Mev gamma. rays. is quite low. Hence, the c()unting effi

ciency for the entire gamma.. ray cascade is too low to register as a dis-

tinct pea:k. The 4.2-Mev endpoint-corresponds to a stackup of two annihil-

a titm . quanta plus one 180-kev, . one 1.08- and one 1. 93 -Mev gamma ray. The 

only gamma. raymissirig.isthe 635.okev ray which was not seen because the 

counting efficiency for the 4.84-Mev peak was a factor of 5 lower. The 

Y
86

is an extreme ca~;~e to .which to apply this method.· N~vertheless 
Fig.· 4 does have the value that it demonstrates unambiguously that the 

8 1-1.93-Mev, and the LO -Mev rays-a:re in .casc~ae following positron 

decay. We are greatly indebted-to Dr. Lloyd G. Mann for aa;rrying out 

tbese measurements .for us on his scintillation counter equipment. 

' I 
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The absence o:f crossover transitions and of positron decay to;the 

ground state and first excited level bf sr
86, k~own to be 0+ and 2+, 

respectively, suggested that the levels reached ·~.· p:osi tron decay m~st 

have spins of ~4. It would.be reasonable.to assign,4- to the _ground 

state of Y
86 

in analogy to ..J38 . This would. correspond to a p
1

/ 2 proton 

and ~/2 neutron for the odd particles. In combination _with this, 

the Fer!tli plot shape characteristic of a LU = 2~yes decay observed. for 

the 1..19-,Mev positnon group of Y
86 

'by Hyde and qnKelley would lea<J_ to 

86 a .6+ a,ssignment of the uppermost level in Sr . 

Strontium x-rays. were identified itn y
86 

by pulse-height analysis , 

of pulses produced in .. a xenon-filled proportional counter, but no 

quantitative intensity meas11rements were made. The x-rays are in 

coincidence with.the other gamma rays. 

III. 
86 STUDY OF GAMMA.RAYS.OF Zr 

86 
It was decided to studyZr to see whether something could-be ~~arned 

86 . to. co,nfirm or disprove our gronnd state assignment in Y . . .The even-even 

86 
Zr undouptedly has ground state 0+ so that electron capture decay to a 

4- .ground state of Y
86 

would be higbl,y- hindered. ·Dec.9,y would ·be e4-pected 

to proceed. predominantly to an upper level in . y
86 . If Y86 were qui t;e 

s.imilar to .y
88 

one might expect the first e:x:cited state to be 1+ with 

a delayed E3 gamma transition to the 4- ground state.
6 

86 
Hyde and 0 1Kelley had produced Zr · by proton bpmbardm.ent of niobium 

and shown indirectly that it dec~yed~by electron qapture with.a 17-hqur 

86 
half life. We -prepared Zr in pure form by bombarding A:').rsenic targets 

with nitrogen ..ions in ;the 6o-inchcyclotron .. The reaction was, 
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·As75 + _Nl4 , Zr86 1 
33 ·r -:r 40 + Jon • 

86 
Af'ter bombardment the Zr was isolated in a carrier-free condition bya 

.chemical method very_ similar to that outlined above. No detectable 

amounts of other zirconium isotopes were found 2 hours after bombardment. 

86 Figure 5 shows the ga.mma. spectrum of Zr . There is a single gamma ray 

at 241 kev .. The small ~unt of gamma radiation above 241 kev is 

assignELble to daughter Y86 activity. The low level of 510 .. kev annihila-

tion radiation sets·an upper limit of a few percent.to.the positron 

branching of zr86 . The decay of the 241-:kev gamma ray wa.s followed to 

con:firm in a direct fashion the 17-hour half.life obtained previously. 

The-~ radiations of 186 
wer: ob~~ed to grow into the s~le recon-

firming tlte genetic relationship between the two isotopes. Gamma.-gamma 

coincidence experirnents were performed·to see whether the x-rays result-

ing from the electron capture process were in coincicience with the 241-

kev gamma ray. ·In this experiment a sodium iodide crystal with a 

beryllium window was used· to increa,se the transmission.of the 15-kev 

x-rays. !twas found that the x-rays and gamma rays were in coincidence 

..,6 
within .. the resolving time .of 5 x 10 second. This eliminates. the 

possibility that the first e){cited state in ...J6 is-l+.inanalogy to 

...J8 _6 

The conversion electrons from the 241-kevga.mma. -ray. were measured 

in a double~focusing beta ray spectrometer of high resolution. For this 

measurement a more intense sample was . required than could be prepared by 

bombardment of arsenic with nitrogen ions. This was prepared by bombarding 

niobiwn foil with 150-,Mev protons .for 2 hours. A day later a .carrier-free 

\..' 
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zirconium fraction was.isolated and highly p11rified. This zirconium 

t 80 89 8 .88 frac ion contained -hour Zr and 5-day Zr but .these ac.tivities 

createdno interference in the measurement of the conversion electrons 

of Zr 
86

• The K and L lines of the Zr 86 ga.mma. ray. are shown in .Fig .. 6. 

Tqe.ga.mma rayenergy is 241 ± 2 kev. The K/L ratio was dalculated to 

be 9.3 . 

. Further work is required to establish the spin and parity assign-

86 86 . ments of the Y and Sr levels discussed ~n this report. 
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